Wins and Losses
also known as Squires or Cadets Style
1. Participant order on the forms may alphabetical, OP, or the order in which they registered.
Listing them alphabetically by first name aids in quick searching by the list-keeper.
2. If there is a large field, or multiple fields, it's a good idea to have list-keepers stationed at multiple points
outside the tourney field. For very large events, have pairs of list-keepers at each station one to record
the Wins, the other to record the Losses - OR - have separate stations to report wins from losses.
Idea: have the one recording Wins on the lefthand side of the one recording Losses. From the combatant's
viewpoint "Left" and "Loss" both start with "L" so left = loss. This is an easy way to remember which
list-keeper to report to.
3. A squire or cadet-style tourney is generally run in two equal sessions with a break in between.
Example: 30 minute combat, 10 minute break, 30 minute combat
4. For each win/loss reported a "tick" mark is recorded.
Example:
1. Duke John
5. At the end of the last session, tally up the number of marks shown for each combatant.
Then add them to the marks of other list-keepers recording the same (win or loss).
6. Grand totals should be recorded on the "Summary Wins & Losses" form and posted for combatants to
view. Depending on the tourney level, the results should be kept by the branch Minister of Lists, the event
MIC or the event steward.
7. Additional columns have been provided in the Summary sheet, in case a tourney has specialized calculations
8. There are two versions of each sheet, one numbered and one un-numbered.
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